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Background
Healthwatch Hackney convened a focus group with 8 older people that are residents in 
Hackney to support the ongoing work around the Ageing Well Strategy.

Two of the focus group attendees were involved in the creation of the Ageing Well 
Strategy and members of the associated working groups. 3 of the attendees were 
members of the Older People’s Reference Group.

We used the focus group to explore the “enablers” listed in the strategy

We was felt that if the enablers were not in place or working well, achieving the aims and 
goals of the Strategy over the coming 3 years would not be possible

The group gave particular consideration to how the enablers relate to older residents’ 
experience of involvement and participation
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The enablers as listed in the Strategy
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Older people’s continued involvement
Positive comments:

Examples of age or condition specific sessions with grassroots organisations were 
praised. Being listened to, kept informed and being given a choice to get involved were 
important to residents, as was a feeling of momentum and knowing that the work was 
achieving something.

“Working with Age UK has felt positive and like my contribution matters.”

“I spent time with Dementia Awareness sessions. It did feel like they listened.”

“When the groups I was involved with met with Councillors that felt positive, we felt 
listened to and fully involved.”
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• Attendees that were involved in the work to create the Ageing Well Strategy 
acknowledged a loss of momentum, leading to a feeling of disconnect. They were 
keen to see this work re-invigorated.

“There was a drive around the Strategy which seems to have wound down. There’s been a 
disconnect and a lack of energy for the last 18 months. It feels to some of us that perhaps the 
Council and services are cash-strapped, so we are no longer a priority.”

“There has been an attempt to keep in touch with the group, but it really needs a dedicated person 
whose role it is to drive it forwards.”

• Some residents told us that they would like to attend sessions and remain involved, as 
would other people in their age bracket that they know, but more careful planning of 
sessions to accommodate their needs was important. Hearing loss in particular has an 
impact on residents choosing to join in person sessions.

“For many of us, English is our second language, and at our age a lot of us are hard of hearing. 
This puts a lot of people my age from my ethnic group off attending forums or meetings. They can’t 
properly hear so don’t come along.”
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• Residents told us it was important to allow people to be involved in a way that works 
for them.

•  There was a hesitancy amongst some older people to get involved, as they felt this 
could lead to an expectation of regular attendance, an overload of paperwork they 
would be expected to read, or an expectation that they would be able to commit to 
working with the system in a way they may not feel comfortable with.

“Not everyone wants to be “a member” of a group. Some people want to know they can 
come in and share an experience or concern that feels important without being commited 
to endless meetings about it.”

“Don’t overload people with paperwork or responsibility. Invite them to things and make 
it clear they can give as much or as little time as they have to spare, their voice is still 
valuable.”

“Older people have a lot to offer. But ask them what it is they would like to offer and 
contribute, don’t create the roles then expect them to fit into them.”
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Joined-up working/ Shared approaches
• Focus group attendees considered joined up working and shared approaches as one topic. The 

theme that emerged was around residents’ opportunities to get involved and influence services 
and decision making. We heard that there is a lack of clarity around the functions of 
organisations, and the sphere of influence.

“There’s so many different departments and groups. It’s not always clear whether you are engaging with the 
council, the NHS, Healthwatch or someone else. It would be nice to be much clearer whether it’s the council 
asking for your input, another group but on behalf of the council, NHS or what it is.”

• To be meaningfully involved, residents first need to understand the function and remit of each 
organisation, group or forum. There is a need for organisations to work together to provide a 
joint offer to residents.

 “We would like bite-sized sessions describing properly each organisation and function. Or several sessions 
even for each organisation. What does Healthwatch do and how can they help us? What does Age UK do? 
What does the Council cover? That would help people understand the different services and where they most 
want to be involved.”

“There is a lack of connect. For instance, there are people here today that worked in the Ageing Well Strategy 
that hadn’t heard of OPRG, and vice versa. Some of us here today are really familiar with Healthwatch, some 
of us know nothing about it. Surely all these things should be linked.”
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Communication and information flows

•  The way in which we as a system communicate with older people emerged as a key 
theme, and residents returned to this topic throughout the focus group.

“Get the basic communication right and much more people will get involved.”

• We heard about method of communication as a barrier to involvement. All of the 
focus group attendees described receiving emails inviting them to take part in 
involvement work at some point over the past year. They were clear that these emails 
often put them off engaging with the system.

“Communication about meetings – to invite us to meetings or forums – needs to be interesting, 
exciting and eye catching. Don’t just send an email, send something catchy.”

“An email can be too dense. You shouldn’t have to read something three times to understand what 
you are being invited to. Just a flyer with the key points in bold, and some colour, would be better.”
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• When letting older people know there is an opportunity for them to be involved, 
they asked that alternative methods of communication, such as flyers, texts or 
even phonecalls be considered. There was a need to understand what the 
activity is without having to read dense text in an email.

“There needs to be a balance between enough information and way too much.”

• The attendees had mixed feelings about a preference for receiving information by post or 
by email. Some residents felt strongly that information received by post was more 
accessible.

• Whatever residents’ preferred method of communication is, all agreed that being asked 
and offered a choice was important.

“Ask people how they would like to be contacted and give them the option of post 
over email if they prefer.”
“Send a survey to all older residents. Ask them whether they feel listened to and 
how they would like to be communicated with. Make it very short, with very clear 
concise questions, and you will get the answers you need.”



Jargon! 
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• When communicating, in meetings or forums, or in written communication, being 
conscious of use of language and avoiding jargon is key to avoid alienating 
residents.

“Jargon is still overused at every meeting I go to. Still, even though we’ve been saying 
this for years.”

“When they use jargon all the time people keep not understanding. After a while you 
start to feel stupid because you don’t understand and first you stop asking questions, 
then you stop taking part at all.”

• When sharing more general information with older residents it was agreed that 
printed publications and newsletters worked well.



Newsletters and printed information
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When sharing more general information with older residents it was agreed that printed 
publications and newsletters worked well.

“The Council means lots of things to all of us. We might get information from the Hackney 
Gazette, or through our Housing Associations. It’s always good to feel we are being 
communicated with.”

“I think the Council does quite well disseminating information through Hackney Today.”

A regular newsletter or magazine keeping older residents informed would be 
welcomed. Several attendees referenced a magazine they used to rely on for 
information that is no longer published.

“A dedicated newspaper or newsletter or something for older residents would be so helpful, there 
used to be something we found so helpful but that stopped. I suppose the funding ran out.”

Residents also noted the importance of sharing information in a variety of community 
languages.

“Make sure the information is multi-lingual.”



Hackney - a place for everyone
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The focus group attendees felt that when thinking about “a place for everyone”, 
continuing to tackle social isolation was the key theme. Ensuring that no resident, 
regardless of ethnicity, language or health, feels that they are “on their own”.

“We created a circle of friends for retired Jamaican nurses, with regular coffee mornings and 
speakers. It wasn’t just about connecting at the sessions, it was a chance for people to meet and 
grow and nurture friendships. That should be the basis of some of the group work, it would make 
it more valuable than just the outcome of the meeting.”

“Day trips – to the beach for instance – to make groups about the whole person not just about the 
council or NHS getting what they need from us.”



Key recommendations
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Organisations to work more closely together to create a co-ordinated offer around involvement and participation for older people. This 
should include:

·        Designing a set of bite-sized information sessions about the function of each organisation or forum (sessions to be recorded and 
shared widely).

·        A newsletter or magazine designed to keep older people informed about events or activities including involvement and 
participation

·        Messaging to be co-ordinated so different organisations share information about each other with residents

·        Careful planning of events, forums and communications to ensure they are accible

·        Organisations should refer to and utilise the City and Hackney Co-production Charter (available HERE) when organising 
involvement activities

Ensure older residents are offered a choice around preferred methods of communication (post/email/text)

Ensure communications are clear, jargon free and multi-lingual

Offer older residents the opportunity to get involved without dictating what that looks like
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Contact us:

080 8164 7664 (FREE phone number)

info@healthwatchhackney.co.uk


